Singletrail Moravský Kras
Resort description
The Singletrail Center in the Moravian City of Jedovnice has had its first ever season, beginning
operation in 2016. With three routes (two easy-medium and one harder) and one climbing trail, other
plans for growth are in the works.

The location is well-known, among other things, because of the annual Velo Test Fest, during which
one can test at will up to 400 different types of bikes in one day. The complex is situated near Brno
(a trail connection with it is also planned), where there is a camp and full facilities near Olšovec
Pond. There are for now almost thirty kilometers of artificially built trails with a small elevation rise,
but they are really fun. The difficulty here is determined by the speed – everything could be ridden
slowly by a child, whereas the quick and skilled cyclist will also get a nice jump. The surface of the
trails is smooth, so it is not a problem to enjoy them on a hardtail bike. Enjoyment is also found in
the adjacent surroundings, the hills covered by trails, plus the beautiful nature. For example, you
can connect to the cycle path Heart of South Moravia (Srdcem Jižní Moravy). Enough fun here for
the whole weekend.
Destinations Moravia and Silesia
Route

28 km | 3 hours

Surface

Circuit 1 - 10.5 km; You get elevation here immediately on a three-fold climb,
however the reward is sweet in the form of a downhill with jumps and banked turns.
The trail is not really demanding, children can handle it. Circuit 2 - 11.5 km; 9 km
runs along trails, the rest on hardpacked roads. Lovers of speed will appreciate this
circuit, with its jumps and turns. Good even for beginners or children. Circuit 3 - 6,5
km; the shortest circuit, but it will take you to the highest point of the trails, followed
by turns and jumps, the difficulty is higher here, but everyone can finds their own
way, it all depends on speed and experience.

Activity type Singletrack

Film places nearby
Sedmero krkavců: , GPS: 49.30552,16.695656

Stories which happened nearby
Osudová přitažlivost hluboké propasti: , GPS: 49.3731275,16.7293144
Záhada pravěkého masakru: , GPS: 49.3074636,16.6946586
Nejošklivější jeskyně v monarchii: , GPS: 49.4104556,16.7390147
Kde se vzaly ve Křtinách malované lebky?: , GPS: 49.2968114,16.7428589
Prázdniny v Moravském krasu: , GPS: 49.293784774449,16.693725585938

Recommended places
Camp Olšovec Jedovnice: , Tel: +420725896488, Email: rezervace@olsovec.cz, Adresa:
Jedovnice, Kopeček ev. č. 535, GPS: 49.3327778,16.7627778
Hostinec Pod Hradem: , Tel: +420736770001, Email: Tomas.parmen@seznam.cz, Adresa:
Holštejn 1, GPS: 49.40703611,16.77774722
Hotel Stará škola: , Tel: +420516435489, Email: info@staraskola.cz, Adresa: Sloup 30, GPS:
49.41597778,16.73924444
Penzion U Ježků: , Tel: +420731495555, Email: info@penzionujezku.cz, Adresa: Lažánky 73,
Blansko, GPS: 49.3516369,16.71157
Zámek Křtiny - ubytování: , Tel: +420724946162, Email: recepce@zamek-krtiny.cz, Adresa:
Křtiny 1 , GPS: 49.2970078,16.7417783
Zámek Křtiny - restaurace: , Tel: +420724946162, Email: recepce@zamek-krtiny.cz, Adresa:
Křtiny 1, GPS: 49.2970078,16.7417783
Statek Samsara: , Tel: +420727945560, Email: info@statek-samsara.cz, Adresa: Klepačov
236, Blansko , GPS: 49.3474361,16.6577861
Statek Samsara - restaurace: , Tel: +420516413843, Email: info@statek-samsara.cz,
Adresa: Klepačov 236, Blansko , GPS: 49.3474361,16.6577861
SURFBAR restaurant Jedovnice: , Tel: +420773972759, Email: surfbarjedovnice@email.cz,
Adresa: Riviéra 524, Jedovnice, GPS: 49.3378417,16.7615378
Zámek Račice - ubytování: , Tel: +420515555549, Email: info@zamekracice.cz, Adresa:
Račice 1, Račice-Pístovice, GPS: 49.2753361,16.8692928

